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Jewish? Soviet? Ukrainian?
Russian? The war has American
Jews asking, ‘Who am I?’

News

By Gabriel Klapholz

 

In early February, Michelle Barsukov’s 75-year-old grandfather, Vyecheslav, called from
Kyiv to tell her that he had prostate cancer. His surgery was scheduled for later that
month, Feb. 24. It would be the day President Vladimir Putin started the largest war in
Europe since World War II. 

As Russian soldiers poured over the border, the elder Barsukov canceled the surgery and
enlisted in Ukraine’s civilian corps. His granddaughter, a 22-year-old who was then a senior
at Yale University, felt powerless in the face of the Russian war machine barreling toward
her grandfather, as if she were a grain of sand being churned in a tidal wave. Isolated in
her college dorm after testing positive for COVID, she was not just worried about the
danger facing both her grandfather and her 19-year-old aunt, who studies journalism at
Taras Schenko National University of Kyiv; the invasion 5,000 miles away felt personal.

“Ukraine is an independent country that is part of my identity,” explained Barsukov, a child
of immigrants from Kyiv and Dnipro who was born and raised in the Chicagoland area.

She is one of many young American Jews with roots in the former Soviet Union grappling
with not only what to make of these last months of war, but also what to make of
themselves. As a result of deep-seated antisemitism and exclusion, such Jews have long
identified primarily as Jews who speak Russian — not as Ukrainians, Russians, Moldovans,
Belarusians, or anything else. Now, the meaning of the phrase “Russian-speaking Jew”
feels newly fraught, especially for those from what is now Ukraine, a country struggling for
its survival against Russian hegemony. 

The war, now in its fourth month, has reignited long-standing questions of Jewish identity
for Soviet immigrants and their descendants in the United States, a population estimated
at 500,000 to 750,000.
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What are the bounds of Jewish belonging? Are Jews primarily local beings, shaped by,
tethered to, and members of their homelands across the planet? Or are they inescapably
global, tied to a people that transcends borders and even European geopolitical crises? 

‘But the poor Russian soldiers are dying’

In the days after the invasion, Barsukov was frustrated to see on Facebook and Instagram
that some Russian Jews back home in Chicago were posting neutral statements about the
pains of war rather than clearly denouncing Putin’s offensive. 

Her parents, too, found themselves in uncomfortable exchanges with old friends. “‘Oh, but
the poor Russian soldiers are dying, and the poor Ukrainian soldiers are dying,’” Barsukov
recounted a close family friend who was born in Moscow saying to her mother. “My mom
was like, ‘How about the fact that they invaded and want to destroy the country?’” 

It’s tempting to presume that political attitudes toward the war fracture along geographic
lines, with Jews from what is now Russia siding with Putin and those from Ukraine standing
up against him. But 21st-century Jewish identities are not so simple. In reality, post-Soviet
Jews’ views on the war do not align neatly with their places of origin. 

Samuel Kliger, a sociologist and the American Jewish Committee’s director of Russian and
Eurasian affairs, said 70% to 80% of Russian-speaking Jews in the U.S. oppose Putin
unequivocally, regardless of where they hail from. 

Rabbi Aryeh Katzin, who runs an organization for Russian-speaking Jewish millennials in
Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, is one example. Born in Moscow in the 1960s, Katzin was part of
the Jewish underground movement while he was a college student at Moscow Technical
University of Communications and Informatics and came to the U.S. in 1986. He remains an
opponent of Russian oppression today, calling on his community to support and aid
refugees and victims of the violence. On an almost weekly basis, Katzin hosts Zoom events
with Ukraine’s rabbinical and communal leaders, bringing together hundreds of people
from Ukraine, New York, and even Russia to raise money and oppose the war. 

‘A land of pogroms’

There are also Ukrainian-born Jews in the U.S. who support Putin, said Leonard Petlakh,
CEO of the Kings Bay Y in Sheepshead Bay, a Brooklyn neighborhood with a large Russian
community. For this smaller contingent, the legacy of antisemitism and violence they or
their families experienced makes it impossible to support the Ukrainian cause, said Kliger 
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of the AJC. 

Kliger explained that the recent wave of Ukrainian nationalism reminds some older
Ukrainian Jews of the Holocaust, when 1.5 million Ukrainian Jews were murdered — many by
ethnic Ukrainians, not Germans. Some buy Putin’s denazification narrative because of the
small neo-Nazi slice of the Ukrainian resistance and resurgent respect for Stepan Bandera,
a far-right Ukrainian Nazi collaborator. For Holocaust survivors, Kliger said, the whole
region “was a land of pogroms,” a “land of Jewish blood.” 

The fact that there are Russian Jews who support Ukraine because of what Russia did to
them as well as Ukrainian Jews who support Russia because of what Ukraine did to them is
a reflection of how, for all post-Soviet Jews, the question of national belonging is refracted
through a heavy history of violence and exclusion. As they contemplate how to engage the
war, many are asking themselves whether their ancestors would be inspired or haunted by
the idea of them connecting more specifically to these newer national identities.

“If anything, I feel Ukrainian as opposed to Russian,” Barsukov told me. “I used to just be
like ‘I’m Russian-speaking,’ but now I don’t even say that.” 

Connecting through language and place

Another Yale undergraduate, Daniel Blokh, said his father, who is from Kharkiv, wept upon
finding out that a bus stop he used to go to in the city had been bombed. “This is the first
time that I have heard him start to use more Ukrainian national rhetoric,” said Blokh, who
is 21 and grew up in Birmingham, Alabama. “He has started talking about” how Ukraine
“has been so resistant because that’s the kind of people Ukrainians are.” 

Nicole Goldman, 29, an economist at Nasdaq in Philadelphia, grew up speaking Russian
with her family but started learning the Ukrainian language just after Putin invaded so she
could read news of the war from Ukrainian outlets. Her Kyiv-born father texts her in
Ukrainian to help her along, and her mother, who is also from Kyiv, has been speaking to
her in Ukrainian over the phone to train her ears to recognize the language’s distinct
sounds. 

“The letters look the same, but they’re pronounced different,” Goldman noted. 

Born in Haifa, Goldman moved to Kyiv at age 4, then to Skokie, Illinois, a year later. She still
remembers her family’s apartment along the Dnieper River in southeast Kyiv: The kitchen
was long and narrow, with a stove on the right as one headed toward a big window at the 
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end. Her bedroom had a large Turkish rug on the wall, and there was a room with a little
couch where she kept her green-and-blue parakeet in a large domed cage. 

Goldman’s maternal grandmother, Stella Geifman, who also emigrated to the U.S., resided
in a nearby apartment on Mykhailivs’ka Street, which had housed the family for three
generations. 

As she absorbs news of the war, Goldman wonders what is happening to these places. She
recognized the regal streets she once frequented in the live feeds of the Russian advances
in the early days after the invasion, and looked for her grandma’s apartment on
Mykhailivs’ka to make sure it wasn’t damaged. “I would be like, ‘They haven’t bombed it
yet!’” Goldman recalled of passing the news on to Geifman.

But Roman Shmulenson, who runs New York’s largest community organization for
Russian-speaking Jews, sees no difference in identity based on where these immigrants
originated — Russia or Ukraine. “It’s an artificial divide,” he insisted. “We are Jews, we speak
Russian, we are from that part of the world.” 

Judaism as prime identity

For immigrants like Shmulenson, who was born in Russia’s far east, grew up in Crimea, and
came to the U.S. in 1993, “Jewish” has always been the prime identity, since Jews were
never considered ethnically Russian or Ukrainian in the Soviet era. In school, the class
roster “would clearly state we have this many Russians in the class, this many Ukrainians,
and this many Jews,” Shmulenson recounted, and he would shrink into this chair as it
became known to his classmates that he was in the third category. 

Part of the reason Russian-born Jews have increasingly felt the need to double down on
the fact that they are Jews, not Russians, is because Russian identity has been frequently
foisted upon them since the invasion. Petlakh, for example, said that his wife, who was
born in southern Russia and works in finance, was asked by a colleague whether she
supported Putin. “‘You told us you were born in Russia proper,’” he quoted the colleague
as saying by way of explanation.

In fact, his wife detests Putin. The couple’s American-born son, Jonathan, who is 18, wrote
that he has been “distraught by my friends’ and acquaintances’ questions” in an op-ed for
The Cougar Crier, the student newspaper at John F. Kennedy High School in Bellmore, New
York, where he is a graduating senior. 
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“I have been asked, ‘Hey Petlakh, your mom is from Russia, so you probably support
Putin?’” he wrote, adding that his parents were “never Russian” but “just Jews residing in
that land.” He concluded that his parents have “no loyalty to the country they escaped,”
and neither does he. 

Indeed, the Petlakhs had never really discussed where they came from until fifth-
generation American Jews at Jonathan’s school started making assumptions. 

Ilya Bratman, Hillel director at Baruch College just east of the Flatiron District, immigrated
to the U.S. from Moscow in 1992, but said that it was only in April, weeks into the current
war, that “I absolutely for real became Russian.” This was only because he kept being
asked about his Russian background by non-Russian-speaking American Jews. And he
doesn’t like it.

“That is ridiculous because at the end of the day, the Ukrainian Jews, the Russian Jews, the
Moldovan Jews, the Latvian Jews — I don’t even know where people are from, and I don’t
care,” Bratman said. “It’s just like you don’t care if somebody is from Boston or Dallas. The
only difference is do you like the Cowboys or New England Patriots.”

Because Jewish identity has been so excluded and so separate from non-Jewish ethnic
identity throughout the former Soviet area, Bratman, who is 44, questions whether Jews
can really identify as Ukrainian or Russian at all — even and especially in the United States. 

Regarding Jews who self-identify as Ukrainian, Bratman said, “My very strong, aggressive,
unbelievably unadulterated opinion is that those people are not Ukrainian — like at all, like
in any sense of the word.” When I brought up the Ukrainian identity of Barsukov, the Yale
student whose grandfather postponed his surgery to fight for Ukraine, Bratman paused
and then said: “I don’t think that exists,” adding: “The language they speak is all Russian,
no Ukrainian at all.” 

Barsukov’s eyes widened when I told her about the conversation. There are fundamental
historical and cultural differences between Jews from what is now Russia and what is now
Ukraine, she said, such as the fact that those from Ukraine experienced the brunt of the
pogroms. “Right now, Putin’s narrative is that Ukrainian as a nationality doesn’t exist,” she
continued, so Bratman’s notion that young Ukrainian Jews in America cannot claim
Ukrainian identity “is reminiscent of what Putin is saying.” 

‘I walked those streets’
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There is, of course, no right answer about how Jews from the former Soviet Union should
connect to their intertwined, transcontinental, joyful, and conflict-ridden pasts. While
Bratman, the Baruch Hillel director, sees the widespread experience of Jewish
marginalization in the former Soviet Union as demanding that Jews unite across borders
rather than splinter into national identities, Goldman, the Philadelphia economist, is
eagerly learning to speak Ukrainian, the language her parents used to speak only
occasionally in the household but now are working to impart on her. 

She remembers the sound of the bus driver’s voice when he dropped her off at
Mykhailivs’ka Street to see her grandmother. These memories are of a new Ukraine,
different from the one where older generations experienced those pogroms and lingering
antisemitism. Her darkest childhood memory from Kyiv is of the open toilets with strange
curtains at her local grade school — toilets all the children, not just Jewish ones, had to use.

Between these poles lies a web of hyphens, interwoven genealogies, and untold family
histories that traverse borders, empires, revolutions, and dynasties. As the war drags on
and the places where Jews once called home continue to change before our eyes, those
who fled the Soviet Union and its successor states — and their children — will only
encounter additional waves of identity negotiation and transformation. 

Olga Markus, who runs the Russian-speaking initiatives at the Jewish Federations of North
America, does not see that as a bad thing. Markus was born in Russia in the 1970s but lived
in Kyiv from age 9 to 26. Like many Jews of her generation, she said that she never felt like
a Ukrainian or a Russian, and has always identified as “a Russian-speaking Jew.” But
something changed when Putin invaded Ukraine. “Ever since then,” she said, “I feel a
somewhat closer connection to Ukraine.” 

“The places that are being mentioned on the news all the time, I know them personally, I
walked those streets,” Markus explained. “I am not learning about Irpin, or Bucha, or
Kharkiv, or Bila Tserkva from geography books or maps. I know exactly where they are and
what they used to look like before they were bombed.” As Markus shared her worries
about friends in both Ukraine and Russia, she spoke with the calm and cadence of
someone at peace with the contradictions of her life. 

It was clear that she embraces them. They make her not a Russian Jew, or Ukrainian Jew, or
even a Russian-speaking Jew. They make her a woman with her own story to tell.
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Couple trying to retrieve their
son’s remains from Gaza say they
have new reasons to hope

News

By Stewart Ain

 

The parents of an Israeli soldier killed in the 2014 Gaza War are in New York this week
pressing U.N. officials to help them repatriate their son’s body. And they left meetings with
officials in Washington last week optimistic that the U.S. would help.

Leah and Simcha Goldin have been trying to get Hamas to return the remains of Hadar
Goldin, who was 23 when he was killed hours after a ceasefire ended hostilities between
Israel and Hamas. The couple said they are newly hopeful thanks to changing dynamics in
Middle Eastern politics, in which Qatar and other countries seem more willing to work with
the U.S. and Israel.

“We got a promise that America will use the leverage it has with the Egyptians, Qataris and
Turks,” Leah Goldin said in an interview after meeting with administration officials in
Washington, including Roger D. Carstens, the government’s special envoy for hostage
affairs.

This week the Goldins are scheduled to meet in New York with U.N. ambassadors from the
European Union, France and the U.S.. Last week they met with ambassadors from Albania,
Switzerland and Gabon.

They hope to remind anyone who can apply pressure on Hamas that they are still waiting
to give their son a dignified burial in Israel.

The Goldins timed their visit to the U.S. so that they could participate in New York City’s
Celebrate Israel Parade on May 22. They marched with students from Congregation
Kehilath Jeshurun, a Modern Orthodox synagogue on the Upper East Side, who held aloft
photos of their sons.
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Tensions between Israel and several Gulf states have been easing in recent years. The
Abraham Accords in 2020 normalized diplomatic relations between the United Arab
Emirates and Israel. In February, Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani of Qatar — which has mediated
between Israel and Hamas — became the first regional leader to pay an official visit to
President Joe Biden. And in recent months, there have been reports that talks about
prisoner exchanges between Israel and Hamas could be renewed.

Hadar Goldin, a lieutenant in an elite combat unit — and a painter and graphic artist — was
ambushed two hours after Hamas agreed to a ceasefire on August 1, 2014.

The Goldins said the U.S. and U.N. should help them get their son’s body back because they
brokered the ceasefire that ended the 2014 war and are obligated to assist under U.N
Resolution 2474. Passed in 2019, it calls on member states to assist in repatriating
prisoners of war and civilians’ and soldiers’ remains.

Sarah Goldin said she is counting on the U.S. to intervene more than her own country.

“Big brother knows how to do it much more than Israel,” said Leah Goldin.

In 2014, the couple was able to hold a funeral for their son because enough of his remains
had been retrieved to allow for one under Jewish law, according to the chief military rabbi.
But his body remains in Gaza.
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These Jews were among baseball’s
all-time greats — but do they
count as Jewish baseball players?

News

By Howard M. Wasserman

 

From a Jewish perspective, the 2021 World Series was particularly special.

Four Jewish players appeared (Max Fried and Joc Pederson of the Braves, and Alex
Bregman and Garrett Stubbs of the Astros), and all of them played in Game 6 (although not
simultaneously). No prior Series featured more than two Jews. Except for 1972, in which
Mike Epstein, Ken Holtzman, and Joe Horlen of the Oakland A’s appeared in at least one
game.

In the bottom of the first inning of Game 2 in Houston, Bregman came to the plate against
Fried, the first World Series clash between Jewish pitcher and Jewish hitter. Except for
Game 4 of the 1974 World Series, when Dodgers catcher Steve Yeager faced Holtzman
three times, going 1-for-3 with a double and a strikeout.

So did the 2021 Series represent historic Jewish firsts or mere Jewish seconds? Were these
unprecedented Jewish events or replays of Jewish events from prior Series? And how and
why do we not know for sure?

Horlen and Yeager are Jews by choice, although that is not the issue. Those who ponder
baseball’s Jewish history welcome converts. Some continue to include Rod Carew (thank
you, Adam Sandler), although he never converted.

But Horlen and Yeager converted in retirement, after their respective playing careers were
over. That presents a unique dilemma — how the historical record and conversations about
Jews in baseball account for players who had not converted and were not identified or
recognized as “Jewish players” when their athletic records, achievements and milestones
were being compiled.
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Shavuot — which commemorates the Revelation at Sinai while celebrating Jews-by-choice
in reading the Book of Ruth — offers the appropriate moment to consider this question.

The baseball perspective is mixed. Howard Megdal’s “Baseball Talmud,” the authoritative
ranking of every Jewish player at every position, includes Yeager but not Horlen. Jewish
Baseball News and the Jewish Baseball Museum do not include either. “The Big Book of
Jewish Baseball” by father-son team Peter and Joachim Horvitz includes encyclopedia
entries on both players. Both appear in Ron Lewis’ “Jews in Baseball,” a lithograph
depicting more than 30 Jewish contributors to the national pastime (players, managers,
executives and officials), and in the short film detailing the portrait’s history.

The Jewish perspective offers multiple answers. Two Jews, three opinions, and three outs.

The simple answer is that because neither Yeager nor Horlen had converted during his
playing career, neither is Jewish for purposes of statistics, achievements and the historical
record. The Talmudic principle holds that a convert emerges from the mikveh with the
status of a child just born, a new person, without family or history. As a halachically new
person, a convert theoretically could marry his sister (but for a rabbinic decree to the
contrary). According to Reish Lakish, children born to a man before he converts do not
satisfy the mitzvah to be fruitful and multiply. Nothing that came before the man emerged
from the mikveh remains part of his new Jewish self; although Reish Lakish did not say so,
that should include records and achievements.

But Rabbi Yohanon disagreed with Reish Lakish, insisting that the man’s pre-conversion
first-born fulfilled the mitzvah; Rambam accepted Yohanon’s position. This suggests that
something of one’s pre-conversion life gains some Jewish character along with the convert.

More fundamentally, the simple answer rests on a restricted conception of Jews and of
Jews by choice. A convert emerges from the conversion process “like a born Jew in every
sense.” Judaism rejects distinctions between Jews-by-birth and Jews-by-choice; it is
forbidden to harass or denigrate the latter, to treat them as different than the Jew-by-
birth, or to inquire how or when a person “became” Jewish.

The simple answer also requires us to ignore how people’s lives define them. A wealth of
living, experience and achievement creates a whole person and leads the Jew-by-choice to
the beit din; that history contributes to their choosing Judaism, forms a Jewish person, and
cannot and should not be forgotten or ignored. The Talmud thus speaks of a “convert who
converts,” rather than a “non-Jew who converts,” recognizing an internal spark in one’s
pre-Jewish life that provides a connection to the Jewish people and leads one on the path 
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to Judaism.

We might extend this to the idea that a Jew-by-choice affirms rather than creates their
Jewish identity. Their soul has been Jewish (and stood at Sinai with other Jewish souls);
through conversion they return home — an appropriate place for a baseball player. For our
purposes, the body who hit those home runs and won those games possessed an
unknown and unrevealed Jewish soul. And that soul’s baseball achievements “count”
among the achievements of all baseball souls, although no one knew of its Jewish nature
at the time of those achievements.

A compromise approach to the baseball question distinguishes in-the-moment milestones
by those who did not recognize their Jewishness from backward-looking considerations of
the historical record of raw statistics by those who now publicly identify as Jews.

Thus, neither Horlen nor Yeager should count in identifying how many Jewish players
appeared in past World Series or whether Bregman-Fried was the first or second all-Jew
pitcher-hitter showdown. Even if pre-conversion Yeager and Horlen were Jewish in some
sense or possessed of some Jewish spark, no one — including themselves — recognized
their Jewishness in those moments.

Anyone reviewing the A’s roster for the 1972 World Series in 1972 would have identified two
Jewish players, not three. For anyone watching Game 4 of the 1974 Series in 1974,
Holtzman pitching to Steve Yeager was not Jewishly distinct from Holtzman pitching to
Steve Garvey, Yeager’s non-Jewish teammate. Nothing in 1972 pulled Horlen to join his
Jewish teammates in wearing black fabric on their uniforms in memory of the 11 Israeli
athletes murdered at the Munich Olympics. Neither Horlen nor Yeager was expected to
refuse to play on Yom Kippur, a holy day that was not part of their lives.

Looking backward, however, Yeager and Horlen alter the Jewish record book and the
historical conversation about top Jewish players.

Megdal ranks Yeager as the fourth-best Jewish catcher. Yeager was among the top
defensive catchers of the time, among league leaders in defensive statistics. While never
an offensive threat, he hit double-digit home runs in six seasons and hit 102 for his career,
12th among Jewish players. He also is seventh in games played and 10th in RBIs. Yeager’s
offensive numbers jumped in the postseason. In four World Series, he hit almost .300 with
an OPS above 900 and four home runs (second among Jewish players behind Bregman,
Pederson and Hank Greenberg) and shared the 1981 Series MVP (the third Jewish player to
earn that award). Megdal suggests that Yeager could lay claim to best Jewish catcher on a 
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combination of World Series performance, defense and some advance metrics.

Horlen finished his career one game below .500. Yet he places fourth among Jewish
pitchers in career wins (116), E.R.A. (3.11), strikeouts (1,065, tied with Steve Stone), and
innings pitched (2,002). His 1967 season was, by advanced metrics, the second-best
season by a Jewish pitcher not named Koufax; his 1.88 E.R.A. in 1964 is the best by a Jewish
pitcher not named Koufax. His second-place finish in the 1967 American League Cy Young
voting is the best Cy Young finish other than Koufax’s three wins and Stone’s 1980 win.

“Big Book” tells that Horlen ran into Epstein years later and told him about converting;
Epstein responded, “‘Welcome to the tribe.’” He should have welcomed Horlen back to the
tribe. And thanked him (and Yeager) for contributing an additional 116 wins, a near Cy
Young Award, a World Series MVP, and an essential piece of catcher’s equipment to the
story of Jews in baseball.

Rabbi Jonathan Fisch of Temple Judea (Coral Gables, Florida), Rabbi Zalmy Margolin and
Mendy Halberstam aided in researching this story.
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10 Jewish things you probably
didn’t know about Superman

Culture

By Roy Schwartz

 

It’s Superman’s birthday! The world’s first superhero debuted 84 years ago, in June 1938’s
“Action Comics #1,” changing pop culture forever.

You probably know that Superman was the brainchild of two Jewish teenagers, Jerry Siegel
and Joe Shuster, who borrowed elements from Jewish tradition and culture to create their
character. Most famously, his Kryptonian surname “El” means “god” in Hebrew and his
origin story is basically that of Moses.

But that’s just a schtickle. To celebrate the mensch of steel, here are 10 Jewish things you
didn’t know about him.

1. He was partly modeled after Samson

While the parallels to Moses may seem obvious, Superman’s co-creator Jerry Siegel doesn’t
mention the biblical prophet in his unpublished memoir. The individual he does credit as a
“strong influence” is Samson.

“Samson the Hero,” as he’s known in Jewish tradition, is famous for his superior strength.
But he also had superior speed and could leap long distances in a single bound. And he
was a judge: He fought for truth and justice.

In his early comics, Superman is repeatedly touted as “possessing the strength of a dozen
Samsons.” In “Superman #2” (September 1939) he knocks down the support pillars of a
great hall, proclaiming that “a guy named Samson once had the same idea!” And on the
cover of issue #4 (March 1940), he topples columns to bring down the roof atop scurrying
crooks. All of these, Siegel wrote, were deliberate homages.

2. The Golem of Prague was a strong influence
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In his memoir, Siegel recalls how he’d been increasingly frustrated with rising antisemitism
in Europe and the U.S., and was “very favorably impressed by a movie called the ‘The
Golem,’ about an avenging being who used his awesome strength to crush a tyrant and
save those who were being oppressed.”

He was referring to the 1920 German silent film. It was co-written and directed by Henrik
Galeen, who was Jewish and also wrote the first vampire film, “Nosferatu.” This was an
international hit that also inspired 1931’s “Frankenstein” and “I, Robot,” “Blade Runner” and
“The Matrix”.

Long before he was the Man of Steel, Superman was known as Champion of the
Oppressed. He was an advocate for the New Deal, open immigration, British rearmament
and intervention in WWII, and once the U.S. joined the war his comics essentially became
regulation equipment for the 8 million service members who read them. Jeeps, tanks, boats
and bombers were named after him and decorated with his image.

Superman was Siegel and Shuster’s avatar, fighting Nazis on the front lines: an
indestructible, indefatigable protector fashioned into existence through language and art,
made of paper and ink instead of clay.

3. The Golem also inspired one of his best-known enemies

The legend of the Golem, especially the 1920 movie, was used for the origin of Bizarro in
“Superboy #68” (October 1958).

One of Superman’s most famous and enduring adversaries, Bizarro is his doppelganger,
created from “non-living matter” with orthogonal, claylike features and chalk-white skin.
Despite good intentions he’s unruly and destructive, pacified only by a little girl who’s
unafraid of him — an idea taken from “The Golem” and later used in “Frankenstein.”

4. His publishers funded Jewish charities

The owners of DC Comics were Jewish immigrants from the Lower East Side, Harry
Donenfeld and Jack Liebowitz (Yakov Lebovitz). Much has been said about how they
acquired the rights to Superman along with the first story for just $130, bilked Siegel and
Shuster of their due and ultimately fired them.

While they may have been scoundrels, they also cared for social causes, especially Jewish
ones. Donenfeld spent much of his fortune helping found the Albert Einstein College of 
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Medicine in the Bronx, along with other charities. Liebowitz was a trustee of the Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies of New York and a founding trustee of Long Island Jewish Hospital,
a member of its board and even its president from 1956–1968.

Whatever their motivation, the money Superman earned saving lives in fiction helped save
lives in reality.

5. His creators got into a personal tiff with the Nazis

On Feb. 27, 1940, Siegel and Shuster published a two-page comic in the magazine Look,
titled “How Superman Would End the War.”

Almost two years before Pearl Harbor, the Man of Steel stormed through the Siegfried
Line, twisted Nazi cannons into pretzels, punched the Luftwaffe out of the sky, grabbed
Hitler and Stalin by the scruff of their necks and brought them to stand trial before the
League of Nations.

The Nazis responded in the April 25 issue of Das Schwarze Korps (The Black Corps), the
official newspaper of the SS, with a full-page tirade accusing Superman of being a Jewish
conspiracy to poison the minds of American youth.

Several accounts attribute this response directly to Joseph Goebbels, who may also have
had a conniption about it in the middle of a Reichstag meeting. Either way, it made the
news in the U.S. The Bund sent Siegel and Shuster hate mail and picketed DC’s offices.

Siegel and Shuster never responded publicly, but they eventually did in “Superman #25”
(December 1943). It’s a spoof featuring a superhero based on the Korps’ description of
Superman, who’s infuriated the Nazis by constantly lampooning Hitler.

6. His radio show actually was a “conspiracy”

“The Adventures of Superman” was the most popular children’s show on radio, airing a
staggering 2,088 episodes from 1940 to 1951.

Jewish showrunner Bob Maxwell (Robert Maxwell Joffe) worked with the ADL to incorporate
democratic and antiracist themes, enlisting other organizations like the National
Conference of Christians and Jews, education consultants, journalists and even Margaret
Mead. He called it “Operation Intolerance.”
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The most famous of these “goodwill propaganda” storylines is “The Clan of the Fiery
Cross.” It demystified and trivialized the Ku Klux Klan, using real secret code words and
rituals supplied by undercover activist Stetson Kennedy. It reportedly caused a sharp
decline in KKK membership.

7. His ancestors were slaves who broke free

Elliot S. Maggin was Superman’s principal writer from the 1970s to the mid-1980s. His
Judaism and studies of kabbalah and Martin Buber heavily influenced his work, and he
acknowledged ascribing “effectively Jewish doctrine and ritual to the Kryptonian tradition.”
That Superman is Jewish, he said, “is so self-evident that it may as well be canon.”

In “Superman #264” (June 1973), Maggin revealed that in Krypton’s ancient past they were
enslaved by Taka-Ne, who, like Pharaoh before him, forced them to build his ziggurat
fortress. They eventually gained freedom by orchestrating a plague of hives.

8. He introduced the first openly Jewish superhero

Superman visited Israel in “Super Friends #7” (October 1977), where he met Seraph, the
world’s first explicitly Jewish superhero. Seraph derives his powers from the cloak of Elijah,
the ring of Solomon, the staff of Moses and long hair like Samson’s.

9. His father Jor-El wanted Albert Einstein to raise him

When you’re the premier scientist on Krypton, it makes sense you’d want your child to be
raised by the premier scientist on Earth.

In Maggin’s 1978 prose novel “Superman: Last Son of Krypton,” he revealed that Jor-El had
sent a probe ahead of his son to find the world’s most developed mind to raise him. He
chose Einstein, who humbly declined, instead helping make sure the Kents could find him.

10. He’s still a nice Jewish boy

In the 1980 movie “Superman II,” when he saves a boy who tumbles into Niagara Falls, an
old lady exclaims, barely audible in the melee, “What a nice man! Of course he’s Jewish!”
Neither Mario Puzo’s original script nor Tom Mankiewicz’s shooting script includes the line,
most likely inserted impromptu by Jewish director Richard Lester.
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The way we fell for Johnny Depp
spells trouble for Evan Rachel
Wood

Opinion

By Nora Berman

 

I did not watch the defamation trial between Johnny Depp and Amber Heard.

I did, however, watch friends, former colleagues and even Jewish influencers tear into
Amber Heard with the hunger of breaking the Yom Kippur fast.

There were pictures of Depp with heart emojis, TikToks mocking Heard and sanctimonious
posts about how this trial was the beginning of a post-#MeToo understanding of how men
could be the victims of domestic violence, too.

Watching so many women I love and respect seize on Amber Heard’s imperfections has
been devastating. Picking apart a woman, despite ample evidence of abuse, tells us more
about us than the verdict ultimately rendered (the jury found both parties liable for
defamation) tells us about Heard or Depp.

The way we collectively treated an alleged victim of domestic violence was not only
horrifying but will undoubtedly keep others from coming forward — and seeking justice —
for abuses both large and small. Requiring every person alleging abuse or harassment to
be a “perfect victim” is incredibly damaging to us all.

This verdict also does not bode well for the upcoming libel lawsuit brought by musician
Marilyn Manson against the Jewish actress Evan Rachel Wood, who — along with at least 11
other women — has accused Manson of abusing, raping, torturing and imprisoning her.

In the HBO documentary “Phoenix Rising,” released just two weeks after Manson initiated
his defamation suit in March 2022, Wood alleges that Manson tortured her by tying her to
a kneeler and whipping her with a Nazi whip, that he would draw swastikas on her night
table when he was angry with her, referred to her as “a Jew” in a derogatory manner and 
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continually expressed relief that Wood’s mother converted to Judaism and was not “blood
Jewish.”

Manson is close friends with Johnny Depp, and Depp’s fans are now gleefully tweeting that
they “can’t wait” for the public humiliation of Evan Rachel Wood to begin.

The two cases differ in many respects, most notably in the number of accusers that have
come forward against Manson versus Depp. But both men have weaponized their
considerable fan bases, industry clout and financial resources to shame and cast doubt
upon their female accusers.

Wood has been criticized for remaining in an abusive relationship and accused of
misrepresenting its dynamics. Even her professional acting roles have been cited as proof
of her inherently manipulative, seductive and lying nature.

If a woman must be perfect to be believed, we’re in real trouble. Experts in domestic
violence have already reported hundreds of survivors asking to retract their public
statements or back out of pending court cases following the treatment of Amber Heard.

It doesn’t take a full-blown celebrity to make us doubt a survivor’s account, especially
when the accuser is a young woman taken in by much more subtle predatory behaviors: As
I’ve seen firsthand, the type of charm that Depp turned on to woo the internet — and
persuade a jury — is used by predatory average Joes every day.

When I first moved to New York, I worked for a man in his mid-40s who surrounded himself
with 20-year-old women, including two close friends of mine. He was generous if you
granted him access to your personal life: He bought drinks, drugs and meals for broke
young women, and hosted epic parties at his apartment. He was witty, charming and made
crass sexual jokes that ended with the line, “I’m HR’s worst nightmare.”

I would join my friends in socializing with him outside of work once in a while, but
something was deeply off about him. I felt that he was a vampire, fueled by tales of young
women’s sexual escapades, heartbreaks and failed dates.

He would shout about how attractive he found us (in front of our coworkers) and the
scores of women our age he’d slept with, using his age-appropriate girlfriend as a shield. I
made a conscious effort to keep a professional boundary between us, despite his
continued efforts to include me in his “harem” — the nickname I gave to his posse.
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When I decided to move on from the job and give notice, the first words out of his mouth
were, “now I can take naked pictures of you and it’s okay because you won’t be my
employee.”

He was an amateur “photographer,” and told me that because I had attended Burning Man,
I would surely be comfortable posing nude for him. (I was not.)

Despite having a bad feeling about him from the beginning, I was flattered — or immature
enough — to send him a photo of myself in a bikini at his request, so that he could “see
how the light hits your body when we shoot together.”

Not long after that text, I told him that I found his behavior inappropriate and cut off all
contact.

Even typing these words, there is a part of me that feels shame. To this day, I wonder why
23-year-old Nora sent him that picture. I have not really talked with my two friends who
remained in the harem about how their continued friendship and tacit support of this
person make me feel. Now, I am certain that conversation will never happen at all.

Despite the numerous instances of sexual harassment that I could have reported to HR, I
felt a lingering uncertainty that maybe I was the one at fault. Why would anyone believe
me if I had chosen to socialize with him, chosen to send that photo? My friends weren’t
bothered by his behavior; why couldn’t I just “be cool” with him?

For years, I believed that my text message had somehow negated all of the harassment
that I’d experienced. I know now that isn’t the case, but the toxic delight with which Amber
Heard was pulled apart in the public eye makes me certain that I would not have gotten
the support I needed to speak out against this far more common type of harassment.

I will not be tuning in to the next trial, nor taking part in the next public mockery of an
alleged abuse victim that will surely follow. I wish I could say the same for the rest of the
nation.
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She could leave Ukraine, but stays
to preserve its Jewish future

Culture

By Helen Chervitz

 

Rachel Strugatsky made aliyah as a teenager but was pulled back to her native Ukraine —
twice. Now 46, and with Russian shells falling uncomfortably close to her home in Kyiv, she
could leave for Israel again— this time with her three children. 

But she won’t. Hers, she said, is the only family in her congregation — the Brodsky
Synagogue — that remains in the city. 

“I ask myself, ‘Why am I here?’” she said. “And my answer is: ‘So that Kyiv Jews who
escaped have a reason and the place to return to.’”

Raised in Soviet Ukraine with little exposure to Judaism, Strugatsky grew religious in Israel,
where she worked as a surgical nurse at Jerusalem’s Hadassah Ein Kerem hospital. Back in
Ukraine, she married an observant man and switched careers, finding more satisfaction as
a teacher in a Jewish day school. 

Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February, Strugatsky has spent her days — and
many nights — in Kyiv’s central synagogue, where she is a nurse again, heading up its
efforts to treat casualties of war. She tends to the wounds of both civilians and soldiers,
makes sure the elderly get their blood pressure medication and feeds anyone who shows
up hungry — Jews and non-Jews alike.

She has stepped up to serve, she said, because her skills are needed, and because her
experience as an outsider in her native country and an immigrant in Israel compel her to
help anyone unmoored by circumstances beyond their control. The path she beat between
Israel and Ukraine led her to where she needs to be right now, she said.

The Russian army has flattened much of Eastern Ukraine, where Strugatsky was raised.
But from the relative safety of the capital, she still takes account of tremendous loss — and
what she said will never be lost.
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“We were ‘liberated’ from everything that we loved, that we cherished, from the possibility
of seeing relatives, from not being able to even visit the graves of loved ones,” she said of
the Russian onslaught. “But what matters the most is what they didn’t ‘liberate’ us from —
our faith.”

To Israel and back again, and again

Strugatsky grew up in Soviet-era Ukraine, when antisemitism was rampant and Judaism
hard to practice. Somehow, she said, the family found matzo for Passover. Her
grandparents spoke Yiddish to each other when they didn’t want her to know what they
were talking about.

They made aliyah in 1991, settling in Nahariya when she was a teenager. But her parents
never grew strong roots in Israel as she did, and after a few years packed the family up
and moved them back to Ukraine. Strugatsky finished high school in the Eastern Ukrainian
city of Chernihiv, and graduated from its medical college with a nursing degree. Missing
Israel, at 21 she made aliyah again, this time by herself, and began her nursing career in
Jerusalem.   

She befriended her neighbors, religious Jews who introduced her to rituals and holidays.
Observing Yom Kippur for the first time, she was moved to immerse herself in Judaism.

But only three years later, her mother fell ill, and Strugatsky returned to Ukraine. “I was
happy in Israel and saw my future there. But I was brought up to think about others first,
family foremost,” she said. “So, I didn’t hesitate to leave my promising prospects in Israel
when my mother needed care.” 

She took a job as a nurse at a newly opened Chabad school in Chernihiv, where staff saw
that her proficiency in Hebrew was as useful as her medical skills, so she also began to
teach. She married Nathan Strugatsky, who was from Kyiv, where the couple moved after
her mother died.

The war

Like many Ukrainians on Feb. 24, Strugatsky was shocked when Russian tanks crossed into
Ukraine. “Despite all the threats and warnings I never thought it would come to real war,”
she said. “In the 21st century? With casualties and atrocities committed by Russian
soldiers?” 
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Everything changed for her family. Her husband, Nathan Strugatsky, watched his real
estate business founder, because under martial law, no property may be bought or sold.
And her work at a Jewish school — there are two in Kyiv, one for boys and another for girls
— also ended.

She had loved teaching about Jewish traditions, and assisting other teachers who needed
to translate Torah from the Hebrew. But many of her students moved away weeks ago,
and enrolled in schools in safer parts of Ukraine or elsewhere in Europe. And though public
schools in Kyiv reopened in April, only a few have held any classes and few children show
up.

With no income, Strugatsky worried how she would feed her children: a daughter, 20, and
two sons, 16 and 6. Even if they had money, grocery store shelves are often bare, and the
lines to shop are hundreds of people long.

Life in Kyiv now, Strugatsky said, is “a set of mechanical actions to support the physical
side of existence.” 

Enlisting

The war was not a week old when Strugatsky signed up for Territorial Defense Forces,
which organizes volunteers in Ukrainian cities. Strugatsky’s nursing skills were needed at
the front, and she wanted to help her homeland. But as she began packing, her children
balked, fearful that she would be hurt or killed. So she asked to be reassigned to Kyiv’s
central hospital.

Waiting to be called to serve, she visited the Brodsky Synagogue, where her family attends
services. In these first days of the conflict, she hadn’t expected it to be open. But it was,
and its rabbi, Reuven Azman, had already begun caring for refugees as they made their
way to the capital from battered cities and towns to the east. Already 300 people had
arrived from Chernihiv, where she is from. Many were physically wounded, and shaken by
the violence they had seen.

It was then she knew, she said, what she was meant to do in this war. The hospital had
other nurses, but the synagogue had none, and was filling up with people who needed her
help. They arrived by the busload. Strugatsky had never been to the battlefield, but the
battlefield, it seemed, had come to her. 

She did triage, figuring out who needed to be placed in an ambulance immediately and 
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sent to the hospital. They included several people with blood pressure so high she feared
they might have a heart attack. She treated injuries from shrapnel and blunt force, and
administered pills and injections as supplies allowed.

Strugatsky is now at the synagogue every day, nursing refugees whom Azman, drawing on
a network of donors, continues to invite into the sanctuary. She has come to oversee not
only healthcare at the synagogue, but its programs to feed hungry Ukrainians. Her
husband helps by organizing supplies and delivering food.

On Shabbat, Strugatsky cooks in the synagogue’s kitchen for her own family and people
she never met. Around Purim she convinced a bakery, which closed after the war began, to
open temporarily so she could bake mounds of hamantaschen. She stayed up all night
making the holiday cookies, and added them to care packages for the elderly, who sent her
bouquets of flowers in thanks.

A future in Ukraine

Strugatsky, who emigrated to Israel both as a child and as an adult, now sees herself
remaining in Ukraine. She doesn’t want to be a refugee, and leaving her native country,
despite her Israeli citizenship, would make her one, she said. 

War has made her miss small and big things. She mentions a trip to the hair salon, and the
opportunity to plan for the future.  

But the most painful loss, she said, was the removal of the Torah scrolls from the Brodsky
Synagogue. For three weeks after the war began, they were gone. Azman had taken them
to what he thought would be a safer location. They are back now, but during that time, she
said she feared the eradication of Jewish life in Ukraine.

She stays, she said, to be one of those people who will ensure it will endure, and refers to a
phrase Ukrainians began saying at the inception of the war to reassure one another. It
translates to “everything will be Ukraine.”

“I wholeheartedly believe in Ukraine’s bright future,” she said.
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